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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let SC Rd be the simplex defined by 
S= (xdRd(xi>O, i= 1, 2, . . . . d, 1 - 1x1 aO>. 
By LP(S), 1 d p G +co, we denote the space of (the equivalence classes of) 
Lebesgue measurable functions .f on S for which the norm 11 f /) ,” = j 1 .fl p 
is finite; C(S) denotes the space of continuous functions on S equipped 
with the maximum norm. Let f E L’(S). For each n E N,,, the Bernstein- 
Durrmeyer polynomial off is defined by 
VXES ~n(f; xl = 1 D,,(f) Pk,(XL 
Ikl 5 n 
D&) = e> 
n 
where pk,(x) are the Bernstein basis polynomials in Pn(S)- the subspace of 
polynomials of degree <n, i.e., 
I 
pk,(x)= n’ 
I 
Xk(l - jXI)n+ and -~ 
k!(n - (kj)! Pk”-(nr’d)!’ 
Here and in the following, for x = (x,, .x2, . . . . X~)E Rd and k = 
(k, > kz, . . . . kd) E N,“, we denote as usual 
lxI= 5 xi, Xk = xl;lxF . . . Xkd d, 
r=l 
Ikl = i k,, k! =k,! k,! . ..k.!. 
i=l 
These polynomials were introduced and studied by Derriennic [6] in 1985, 
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for the one-dimensional case by Derriennic [S] in 1981. For d= 1 Ditzian 
and Ivanov [7] characterized their approximation behavior in 1989. In 
two papers [2, 31, the first- and the last-named authors considered the 
Bernstein-Durrmeyer polynomials on [0, l] with respect to the Jacobi 
weights and pointed out that the polynomials could be identified with 
the de la Vallee-Poussin means of a Jacobi series. A characterization of the 
approximation behavior was given for the weighted Lp spaces by use of the 
Peetre K-moduli between the Lebesgue spaces and weighted Sobolev 
spaces. Going back to the original Bernstein-Durrmeyer polynomials on 
[0, 11, we have that for each n E N “, the Legendre polynomials Qk, 
0 < k < n, are the eigen-functions of V,, more precisely, 
I 
VnQk = hnQk> 
(n + l)! -~ 
where dkn-(nn.k)! (n+k+l)!’ 
From this it follows that for an f E LP(0, 1) the approximation behavior of 
( V,, f } ,“& can be completely characterized by the Peetre K-modulus 
K(f;t;LP,DP),f>O, wherefor lfp< +co, 
Dp(O, l)={fELP(O, l)(f,f’arel.a.c.on(O, l), 
cp2(x)f’(x)-+Oasx-+O+, 1-,and UfeL"(O, l)}, 
while for p = co, 
010, ll={f~CC0, 111fEC2(0, 11, 
(p2(x)f’(.x)--,0asx-,0+,1-,andUfEC[O,l]}. 
Here, U is the differential operator associated with the Legendre polyno- 
mials; i.e., Uf = (cp2f')', q(x)= dm, and Dp(O, 1) and D[O, l] are 
equipped with the semi-norms I/ Uf I( p and (1 Uf I( oo, respectively. 
It seems commonly more satisfactory to have a characterization of the 
approximation behavior via moduli of smoothness. The main effort in 
[2, 31 was thus devoted to replacing K(f, t; Lp, Dp) by an appropriate 
modulus of smoothness, as defined by Ditzian and Totik [8, Chap. 21. The 
latter is known to be equivalent to the K-modulus K(f; t; Lp, WP,,‘), where 
for l<p< +co, 
w$*(o, 1)=(f~Lv, l)lf,f' are 1.a.c. on (0. l), and (p*f” E Lp(O, l)}, 
while for p= +co, 
C’,[O,1]={f~C[O,1]~f~C~(0,1),(~~(x)f”(x)~Oasx-+O+,1-}. 
In the present paper, we follow this outline to study { V,} zco on the 
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simplex SC R”, d> 2. It turns out that the abstract theory is almost 
independent of the dimension; i.e., for an f E LP(S) the approximation 
behavior of { I’,, f ) ,"= ocan be characterized completely by a d-dimensional 
analogue of K(f; t; Lp, Dp), t > 0, where Dp(S) is given abstractly via the 
Legendre coefficients off on 5’. A characterization of D’(S) by means of 
differentiability properties seems to be more difficult as compared to 
P(O, 1); a characterization of the approximation behavior of ( V, f },"= ,, 
through a modulus of smoothness presents further difficulties. We shall give 
a complete answer only for f E L’(S). 
2. SIMPLE PROPERTIES AND SATURATION 
First we list some basic properties of the operators { I’,}:= 0, cf. [6]. 
(1) V~EN~, V,: Lp(S)+Pn, 16p,< +co, is a positive, linear con- 
traction. In particular, 
V,( 1, x) = 1 and V,(x,, xl = 
1 +nx, 
n+d+l’ 
1 <j<d. 
It follows that the sequence ( Vn}zTO forms an approximate identity on 
Lp(S), 16 p < co, and C(S), p = co. 
(2) Vk, TZE N,, Vn(Pk)cPk. Moreover, for mc Nt, (ml <n, 
(n+ d)! m m! m n! xs 
v’(x”‘x)=(n+d+ [ml)!,=, s! c-c ) s (n- ISI)! ’ 
where 
and 
m 
0 
m! 
S =s!(m -s)!’ 
(3) With respect to the bilinear form (S, g) =I fg, ‘dn~ N,, the 
operator I’, is self-adjoint, i.e., 
VA g E L’(S), (VA g>= (s, v,g>. 
For every k > 1, we denote by 8’ the subspace of Pk which is orthogonal 
to Pkpk- 1 on S w.r.t. the inner product ( ., . ). Furthermore, for each k E N,, 
m E Nt, and (ml = k, we denote the polynomials in gk with a manic leading 
term by QE’, i.e., 
&y(x) = xm + q(x) E f&, where qePkkl. 
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We set 
hf,!&r = (Q$‘, Q:?), Jm( = (m’l = k. 
For a functionfE L’(S), its series expansion w.r.t. {QE’I me Nf, Jm( = k} 
is defined by 
k=O Im(=k 
where the functionals ug’ are determined by the linear system of equations 
1 h$$,,.a$)(f) = (f, Qg)) =: A:‘(f), 
Jm’l = k 
Irnl = k. 
The coefficient matrix of this system 
Htk’ = (h:,‘,&,,, zk,,,,,‘, Sk 
is of the size ek x ek, where ek = (k :!; ’ ) is the number of indices m E Nd 
such that Irnl= k. Since hE,‘,,,,= h$!,, an order can be given to 
{m E NtI (ml = k), e.g., the lexicographical order, such that the matrix Hck’ 
is symmetric. Once this order is given, the matrix is clearly positive definite 
and (~7g’Irn E Nd, Im( = k} are continuous linear functional on L’(S). It 
now follows from (2) and (3) (cf. [6]) that 
(4) Vk E N,, the space &k is an eigen-space of V, associated to the 
eigen-value 
n! (n + d)! -- 
‘k3”-(n-k)! (n+k+d)!’ 
O<k<n; 
i.e., Vm E N$ Im( = k, the polynomial Qg’ is an eigen-function of A,,,. In 
particular, 
k=O Irnl =k 
It follows from Appell and Kampe de FCriet [ 1, Chaps. VI, VII] that 
Q 2’ satisfies the partial differential equation 
UQck’ = -k(k + d) Q”“ m Ill, rneNt, Jml =k, 
where 
u= c x,(1-xJD?-2 c xixjDiD, 
l<i<d lCi<j<d 
+ 1 (1-(d+l)xi)Di 
l<i<d 
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and Di = a/axi. Therefore, 
(5) UV,f = V,U’ and 
(6) VkcN,, 
lim n{&, - I} = -k(k + d); 
“--tE 
i.e., the Bernstein-Durrmeyer polynomials show a saturation behavior. 
In their book [l] on hypergeometrical and hyperspherical functions 
from 1926, Appell and K. de Feriet defined and studied multivariate Jacobi 
polynomials over the simplex S with respect o the weight function w(x) = 
-plxU2 . .~~(l--[x/)~,a~,p> -1, 16j6d. We considered here a,=/?=O, 
1 i< y< d, which corresponds to multivariable Legendre polynomials. For 
this reason, we call AC)(f) the Legendre coefficients off, and V,fcan be 
viewed as the de la Vallee-Poussin means of the Legendre series off on S. 
We take {Q,,ImEN), Im( =k) 
become clear ‘in Section 3. 
as a basis for &, for a purpose which will 
Appell and K. de Feriet gave another interesting basis for 4$, namely, 
F:‘(x) = D”(x”( 1 - [xl)“‘), rntz Nt, Im( =k, 
where Dm = a~m~/ax;ll . . . ax?, which is the multivariable analogue of 
Rodrigues’ formula for the Legendre polynomials. In addition, 
{QE’ImEN$Im(=k) and {F~‘,meNf,(m(=k}, kEN,, form a 
biorthogonal system on S, i.e., 
(Q$ FE:)) = 0, kfk’ormfm’. 
Appell and K. de Feriet gave the definition of FE’ and of its differential 
equation explicitly only for d = 2. The case d > 2 follows easily from their 
Chapter VII on hypergeometric series. 
The double-sequence of multipliers has the property 
and consequently, Vf E L’(S) and Vn E N, 
(7) v,-,f- Y,f=--$$, or vnf-f=k=;+,g. 
We now define the subspaces Dp(S) of Lp(S), 1~ p ,< + co, and D(S) of 
C(S), respectively, through 
Dp(S) = {fe Lp(S) (3g E LP(S) 
gVkEN(,,VmEN$ (m(=k, -k(k+d)Ac)(f)=Ac)(g)), 
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and the operator @ from Lp(S) into itself through %!f = g; similarly on 
C(S). %! is a closed linear operator with dense domain DP(S). Indeed, 
9 c Dp(S) and Vp E 9, %p = Up; i.e., %! is the closed linear extension of U. 
THEOREM 1. (a) For f~ Dp(S), 1 <p< +co, and f~ D(S), p= 00, 
respectively, 
lim (n+l){VJ-f}=@f in norm. 
n - m 
(b) Let f E L’(S) be such that 
(n-+ m), 
then f(x) = const a.e. 
(c) Let f~ Lp(S), 1 <p < 00, and f E C(S), p = CO, respectiuely. The 
function f belongs to the saturation class, i.e., 
IIKf-fll,=O $ ( > (n -+ a), 
exactly when f E D*(S) for 1 < p < +co, while for p = 1, f belongs to 
(fEL1(S)(3ClEBV(S)3VkEN.,mEN%, Jm(=k, 
-k(k+d) A$(f)=Ag’(dp)}. 
Furthermore, the approximation behavior of { V,} pzO on L,(S), 
16 p < +co, and C(S), respectively, is completely described by the Peetre 
K-modulus 
K(f; t;LP, Dp)=;$p (llf- gll,+t Il‘Wl,j, t > 0. 
More precisely, 
THEOREM 2. Let f E Lp(S), 1 d p < +a, andf e C(S), p = +CO, respec- 
tively. 
VnE N,, llV,f-fll,dconstK 
1 
-.Lp,Dp , 
n+l’ > 
and conversely, 
Kf; ( -&;LP,DY)Gconst~~: (ll~kf-fllp), 
where the constants depend only on p. 
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These theorems’ are proved in almost complete analogy to the one- 
variable theory given in [2]. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF D’(S) 
To simplify the problem, we shall state and prove our results for 
d= 2 only. For x E KY’, we write x = (x, y), for Qg’(x), rnE IV:, and 
Iml =k, kE N,, 
Q’k’(x y)=xJyk-i+ . . . 
I ’ 2 O<j<k, 
and correspondingly, ujk), Ajk), and Htk’ = (h~‘)~,=,, where h$“ = 
(Qi”), Qjk)). Furthermore, denoting by aCk) and ACk’ vectors with coef- 
ficients given by the linear functionals a;“’ and Ajk’, 0 d j ,< k, respectively, 
we have 
H(k)a (k) = A (k) 
The differential operator CJ can be written as 
u=; i x(l-x)-$xy~ I i +a aY aY y(l-y)i’-xy& . ay I 
For our purposes, however, a more useful form is 
~=~,C~(~-~-Y)~,l+~,CY(~---Y)~,l+~,C~Y~,l 
=: U,+V*+U3, 
where D, = a/ax, D2 = alay, and D, = a/ax - ajay. We have 
LEMMA 1. The differential operators Ui, i = 1, 2, 3, are self-adjoint and 
commute with V,, n E N,. 
The statements of the lemma can be easily checked. Next we have 
LEMMA 2. Let QY’, = QLki, :=O. Then for O<i<k, kEN,, 
t!J,Qik) = -i’Qj”), - i(i+ 1) Qf”‘, 
u2Qik) = -(k - i)* Qi”,‘, - (k - i)(k - i+ 1) Qik), 
r While completing the paper we learned that the theorems have been formulated and 
proved independently by W. Chen and Z. Ditzian as well as by M. M. Derriennic. These 
authors also study linear combinations of the Bernstein-Durrmeyer operator to achieve 
higher order of approximation, while our emphasis lies on the characterization of the domain 
of definition of the operator $2. 
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and 
U,Q;")=i'Q;",+(k-i)*Qik+),- [k+2i(k-i)] Qi"'. 
Proof. We prove only the first equality. Clearly, U,: Pk + 9?, 
u,Q~k’E%-,l, and for O<i<k 
U,Qik’= -i(i+l)Qjk)-i’Qik’,+lowerterms, 
where “lower terms” means a polynomial in Pkk,. Thus, by the self- 
adjointness of U, and the orthogonality of the eigen-spaces gkk, we get for 
all O<j<k, kEN, 
A;“‘( U1 Q;“‘) = 0, m # k, 
Ajk’(U,Qjk))= -i(i+ l)hj,;‘-i*hj,:.‘,, where h!k’ :=0 Is-1 . 
It follows that for the function U,Qjk’ 
a!“‘(U,Q!k))=O m#k, I I 3 a~‘(UIQ~k))=O,j#ii,i-l, 
while 
a$“‘( U, Qi”‘) = -i( i + 1) and a!?,( U, Qjk)) = -i2. 1 
The splitting of the operator ??L into the three parts %!i, a2, and a3 
allows US to reduce the two-dimensional problem to one-dimensional 
problems. We therefore define for 1 < p < 00, the following subspaces of 
LP(S), 
D<(S) = (j-c LP(S)) 3g, E LP(S) 
3Vk~N.,0~jjkk,Ajk’(g,)= -j2Aj~l(f)-j(j+1)A~k)(f)}, 
D<(S) = {fE LP(S)) 3g, E LP(S) 
3VkE~.,0dj6k,Alk’(g,)= -(k-j)2Ajk+),(f) 
-(k-W-j+ l)A;k’(f)}, 
and 
Of;(S) = {fE LP(S) ( 3g, E LP(S) 
3VkE~(.,O~j~k,Alk’(g3)=j2Alk)I(f)+(k-j)2Ajk+)l(f) 
- [k + 2j(k -j)] AJk)(f)}. 
Furthermore, we define the linear operators @, with domain o;(S) through 
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“Zif = g;, i= 1,2, 3, and similarly, for p = co, the subspaces D;(S) of C(S) 
and the operators a;, i= 1, 2, 3. 
It follows from Lemma 2 and Fubini’s theorem that 
WS) = u-e LP(S) I Dlf, We L(~)> 
for almost all 0 < y < 1, x( 1 - y -x) D,f(x, v) + 0 
asx+O+,(l-y)-,and%!,fELP(S)}, 
where the derivatives are in the distributional sense. Analogous charac- 
terizations hold for D;(S) and D:(S). 
Since % = 9Yi + (j&2 +aj3, we have 
/f), VP) c WV and 
For p = 2 we even have equality. 
LEMMA 3. 
Proof We show D:(S) I> D’(S). Let feD2(S). We set g= %fi By 
orthogonality, 
k=O j=O i=O k=O 
where X, = ack’(f), and 
IIgll;= f k2(k+2)2Xy’X,. 
k=l 
Let g, be the function defined through 
A;k’(g,)= -j*A;k’l(f)-j(j+ 1) Ajk’(f), O<j<k,kEN).. 
We claim that g, E L*(S). To prove the claim, we write 
A’k’(g,)= BkA’k’(f) VkEN,, 
where Bk is a lower triangular matrix in (Wck+ I)’ (k+‘) with main diagonal 
given by (0, -2, -6, . . . . - k(k + 1)). Note that the matrix B, satisfies 
Ack’( U, Qi”‘) = B,Ack’(Qjk’), O<idk, 
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and taking into account that A I”)( U, elk’) = A I”‘( U, Qj”‘), 0 < i, j Q k, 
kE N,, it follows that 
BkHck’ = H’k’B,T. 
Therefore, for Yk := dk'(g,) 
HCk’Yk = ACk’(g,) = BkACk’(f) = Bk H%dk)(f) = HCk’B,TXk, 
giving Yk = BzXk. We now prove that for each k E No, 
Y,THck’Yk < k2(k + 2)2 X,TH’k’Xk, 
from which our claim follows. To do so, we shall suppress the sub- and 
superscript k for the rest of the proof. Since both BHBT and H are sym- 
metric and since H is positive definite, there exists an invertible matrix S 
such that 
H=STS and BHBT=STAS, 
where A = diag(A,, A,, . . . . A,). Since, furthermore, BH = HBT = S TSBT, we 
have 
A=(ST)-’ BHBTS-‘=S(BT)‘Sp’. 
Therefore it follows from the particular form of B that 
Hence, 
YTHY= XTBHBTX= (SX)T A(SX) 
< II/Ill (SqT SX= k2(k + l)* XTHX, 
or g, E L2(S) and /Jg,(l, < Ilgl12. Similarly, we obtain that the functions g, 
and g3 are in L*(S) and that llg2112, llg3112G lltd12. I 
In other words, 
COROLLARY. For eachfED’(S),fEDf(S), 1 <i<3, and 
Il~ifll*~ Il~fll2~ C Il@i!ifll2. 
i= 1 
We can now characterize the saturation class of the Bernstein 
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Durrmeyer polynomials in L2(S) by means of differentiability properties of 
the functions. Indeed, if we set 
‘pI(X, Y) = &iG=i, cpZ(X~ Y) = +FFs 
cp.3(4 Y) = JG? 6% Y)ES, 
it follows easily from the definitions of the subspaces D;(S), i = 1,2, 3, 
above and from Lemmas 4 and 5 of [2] (see the following section): 
THEOREM 3. The saturation class D’(S) of the Bernstein-Durrmeyer 
polynomials in L’(S) is equivalent to the Sobolev space 
W$2(S)= {f~L’(S):D,f,D,f,D:f,D:f,D, &fG,,(~), 
and cp:D:f, cp:Dif, viD:.f E L2(S)). 
Moreover, there exists a constant such that Vf e D’(S) 
--& IjdD;flhG ll*fII 2<consf Ilf l12+i lId#f 112 . 
I 1 
4. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH MODULI OF SMOOTHNESS 
For x E S c W’ we write 
cPitx) = cPiitx) := JGFFij~ 1 <i<d, 
and 
cp;,(x) := 6, l<i<j<d, 
Di = Dii := a/axi, 1 d i < d, and D, = Di - Dj, 1 Q i < j< d. Furthermore, 
the operator U can be rewritten as 
U= 1 D,(xi(l-Jx()Di)+ c DV(xixjD& 
l<i<d 1 CIC/<d 
=:I:<, 
ui+ 1 u,. 
. . I<i<j<d 
For a function f~ DP(S), the smoothness of Uf is determined by the 
second order terms of differentiation, i.e., by 
,c~cdXi(l-Ixl)D?f + 1 XiXjD$f= 
. . lQz<r<d 
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We thus define for 1 d p < co the Sobolev spaces 
@%’ = { fe L’(S) I Dif, D,,f, D;.L D;~E Ll,,(S), 
andcp%DifELP(S), l<i<j<d}. 
First we prove 
LEMMA 4. Let 1 <p< +oo. Wg’c Dp(S), and 
VfE wf;;', (/Ufll,~const llfll,+ i l<i<j<d lW&f IIP]. 
C 
. . . 
ProoJ By the factorization of Uf given above, we have 
II”f Ilp~,<~cr II”if llp+ x ll”,f llp. 
. . I <i-cj<d 
For the proof we denote the differential operator U for the one-dimensional 
case by U*; i.e., we write 
u*g = b2g’l’, where q(z) = ,/‘n, 0 <z < 1. 
First, we estimate the term U,f: For x=(x,, x2, . . . . X~)E Rd, we write 
x1 = (x2, . ..) xd) and denote the associated face S1 by 
s, = {x , :X=(X1,X1)ES}. 
Changing the variable x1 into z by setting x1 = (1 - Ix 1) z, 0 < z < 1, for 
fixed x, , we have 
llulfll~=js lUlf(X)lPdX 
I- 1x11 
= 
I s dx, l~~C~i(l-l~l)D~f(~)llPd~~ SI 0 
= j 
SI 
(l- Ixll) dx, j1 IU*&)lp dz, 
0 
where g(z)= f((l- [x,1) z, x2, . . . . xd). We now apply Lemma 3 of [2] to 
the last integral, and get 
II U,f II $ < const j (l-lx,l)dx, 
SI 
j’ M41pdZfj1 k~~bW(L)I~dz] 
0 0 
=constCIIf II;+ lldD:f II”,]. 
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By symmetry, this inequality can be established for all U,f, 1 6 i 6 d, and 
also for all U,f, 1 < i < j 6 d, by noting that under the linear transforma- 
tion Tj:x,+l-1x1 and x,-x,,j#i, 
U,,f = U,(fo T;). 1 
Similarly, by Lemma 4 of [2], we have 
LEMMA 5. Let 1~ p < + CO. For a function f E Lp(S) 
Il’~~.D$fll p d const I/ U,f II p, 1 <i,<j,<d, 
whenever the left-hand side is defined. 
With these results, Theorem 3 can be written for arbitrary dimensions as 
THEOREM 3bis. D’(S) = W2’(S), and for each f E W22(S), 
G (lUfII,dconst Ilf 112+ C 
[ 
,<i<j~d ll~p:/l12]. 
. . . 
In particular, the approximation behavior of { V, } zZO on L*(S) is completely 
characterized by the K-modulus K(f; l/(n + 1); L’, Wi’). 
Let f E L’(S). We define for almost ail x E S, 
f(x+te)-2f(x)+f(x-te), x + te E S, 
, otherwise, 
where e is a fixed vector in Rd and 0 < t < 1. Furthermore, we define the 
modulus of smoothness with weighted increments by (cf. Chap. XII in [S]) 
and 
where eii = ei and eU = ej - ei, i <j, with ei the ith natural basis vector in 
R”, 1 <idd. We have 
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LEMMA 6. Let 1 f p < +CQ. There exists a constant, only dependent on 
p, such that V’ E Lp, and 6 > 0, 
&c&f; 6), < K(f; 6*; Lp, W$‘) < const 0&f; 6),. 
We shall prove a more general version of this lemma along with an 
application to the Bernstein polynomials on simplices in a subsequent 
paper C41. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6 and 
our results presented above. 
THEOREM 4. Let f~ Lp(S), 1 < p < +co. Then 
VnENj,, II v,f - f II p < const 
i 
% + oi(f; l/&-z), 
I 
. 
Furthermore, for f E L’(S), 
4.U; l/Jn+l), Gconst y~y {II Vkf-fl12). 
We conjecture that the inverse part of the theorem remains true for all 
p, l<p< +co. 
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